Abstract
“Qualitative” is a python toolkit for ranking and selection of sentence-level output by different MT systems using Quality Estimation. The toolkit implements a basic pipeline for annotating the given sentences with black-box features. Consequently, it applies a machine learning mechanism in order to rank data based on models pre-trained on human preferences. The pre-processing pipeline includes support for language models, PCFG parsing, language checking tools and various other pre-processors and feature generators. The code follows the principles of object-oriented programming to allow modularity and extensibility. The tool can operate by processing both batch-files and single sentences. An XML-RPC interface is provided for hooking up with web-services and a graphical animated web-based interface demonstrates its potential on-line use.

1. Introduction
Having been a topic of research for many years, Machine Translation (MT) has recently reached a wide range of applications for big audiences. Methods and analyses produced in academic labs have been adopted by the industry and transferred to products and services with numerous use-cases. This has increased the interest for the field and generously empowered a broad spectrum of research activities and further development.

In this long history of conveying MT research into everyday use, the software developed by the relevant research community has been of high value. Through the open source implementation of majorly important MT and natural language processing tools (Koehn et al., 2007; Federico et al., 2008), researchers had the opportunity
to test and expand proposed methods and easily introduce new ideas. Additionally, the industry found pretty strong software engineering prototypes that were not too far from user-oriented programs and many of them were directly plugged into user interfaces.

Adopting this line of MT-oriented software development, we provide a Free Software implementation in the direction of Quality Estimation (QE). This can be directly used for further research/applications on MT output ranking, system selection, hybrid machine translation etc. Moreover, it provides the basics for further community development on QE, aiming to gather a wide range of contributions.

The following sections contain a comparison of our software with already existing open source tools (section 2), a description of the basic functionality (section 3), an explanation of the methods used in the background (section 4), an introductory guide for further development (section 5) and the plans for further work (section 6).

2. Previous work

The first collaborative work for development on this field was done in the frame of the WS’03 Summer Workshop at the John Hopkins University on Confidence Estimation of MT (Blatz et al., 2004), but to our knowledge no application or code has been publically available, as a result of this effort. Additionally, relevant contributions introduced several open-source tools offering MT evaluation (e.g. METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005)), Hjerson and Addicter (Berka et al., 2012)), whereas a good amount of such metrics and scripts were gathered in Asiya (Giménez and Marquez, 2010). All this work is based on comparing the produced translations with reference translations, which generally falls out of the scope of QE.

A major contribution directly to the field of QE has been done by the QuEst tool (Spezia et al., 2013), which included an implementation of various features by numerous contributors. Whereas there is serious overlapping of QuEst with our submission, there are notable differences. In contrast to the regression-based orientation of QuEst, our software is aimed to sentence-level ranking and selection of MT-output, by implementing comparative Quality Estimation. Additionally, not the same quality features have been implemented in both toolkits, whereas Python as a dynamic language allows provides more flexible data structures and architecture. Nevertheless, our software includes a QuEst wrapper for conformity with WMT baselines.

3. Basic use

The out-of-the-box functionality of the software is based on a use-case, where one source sentence is translated by several MT systems. The software therefore analyzes properties of all translations and suggests the proper ranking (ordering), trying to predict human preference. This can be used for ranking system outputs or combining several systems on the sentence level.
3.1. Installation

The toolkit is implemented in Python 2.7 and has been developed and tested for operation in a Linux operating system. The code has to be downloaded\(^1\) and the Python path needs to be set to the /src directory, where all python scripts, modules and packages reside. Much of the functionality is provided by several publicly available Python extensions, which need to be installed prior to any execution. All extensions required for the out-of-the-box functionality are provided by the Python pip package management system, so it is enough to run the respective pip install commands for the packages detailed in INSTALL.txt. These installations can easily take place on the user’s home folder, without requiring root access (e.g. in experiment server environments).

The toolkit interacts with several java applications whose ‘jar’ and class files have to be placed in the directory /lib. An installation script that automatically downloads all required java dependencies is provided. Additionally, one needs to execute externally the LM server by Nitin Madnani\(^2\).

3.2. Resources and Configuration

The quality features for the given sentences are generated within a pipeline of NLP analysis tools. Many of these tools require specific resources to be acquired prior to the execution of the program. In particular, for the out-of-the-box installation and pre-trained models, one needs a language model, a PCFG grammar and a truecaser model for the source and target languages, which are also provided by an installation script through our servers.

All file locations and several other parameters (e.g. the translation language direction) can be specified in one or more complementary configuration files. Sample configuration files are provided in /cfg/autoranking and can be modified accordingly to fit the user’s specific installation. The configuration files may also include references to many language-specific resources; the program will only use the ones which are relevant to the chosen languages.

The reason for allowing many configuration files is that one may want to split the configuration parameters depending on the environment, i.e. some settings may be generic and applicable to all computational servers, whereas some others may change from machine to machine.

\(^1\)http://www.dfki.de/~elav01/software/qualitative

\(^2\)http://desilinguist.org At the time that this paper is submitted, the Language Model scores are provided by using LM server, which wraps around SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) and needs to be compiled and executed separately. It is in our plans to remove this dependency and include KenLM (Heafield, 2011)
3.3. Execution

There are several ways the program can be executed. All relevant scripts can be found in the directory `/src/app/autoranking`. In particular, the basic functionality is provided as following:

- **Command-line interaction** (`application.py`): This script allows the user to interact with the sentence selection on the commandline. A configuration file and a pre-trained selection model need to be passed as parameters. Then the user can sequentially type the source sentence and the respective translations one by one. The purpose of this script is mainly to verify that all installation and settings are correct.

- **Batch decoding** (`decode_batch.py`): This script serves for cases where multiple sentences with their respective translations need to be analyzed in a row (e.g. for translating full documents). Apart from the configuration file and the trained classifier, this script accepts the decoding data in an XML file.

- **XML-RPC interface** (`xmlrpcserver.py`): This instantiates an XML-RPC awaiting translation requests for one sentence at a time. The server responds to the command rank, having as parameters the source and any number of respective translations. It is useful for binding to web-applications.

In order to assess the installation process we provide pre-trained model for German-English.

3.4. Demonstration server

As a demonstration for the use of the toolkit in a web service, an additional piece of software is provided. It is a web-interface\(^3\) implemented in PHP which allows the user to enter source text to be translated. Consequently, it communicates with external translation services (e.g. Moses server, Google Translate API, Lucy RBMT), and fetches the translations. Finally, the produced translations are given to our ranking/selection mechanism and the result is visualised graphically.

The demonstration server is provided as an example. It is not included in the architecture of the rest of the toolkit and therefore is distributed as a separate package. Users have to modify the script, in order to parametrise the necessary URL addresses and configuration.

4. Under the hood

The core of the program is based on comparative Quality Estimation. The given sentence is first processed within a pipeline of modules. These modules perform text pre-processing and various NLP analyses to generate features that indicate the quality

\(^3\)The demo web interface can be accessed at [http://www.qt21.eu/demonstrator](http://www.qt21.eu/demonstrator)
of the translation. The generated features are consequently fed to a machine learning algorithm, which employs a statistical model for putting the translations in an order of preference. This statistical model has been previously trained on human-annotated data.

In principle, there can be various combinations of features and machine learning algorithms, depending on what performs best given various properties of the quality estimation task. The optimal combination, which performs similarly to human decisions, is subject of constant research in the field. The provided vanilla implementation and pre-trained model follow one of the most successful experiments on German-English, which includes the feature set #24 with Logistic Regression as described in Avramidis (2013a).

4.1. Generation of features

As explained above, the generation of features is a crucial step for acquiring quality hints regarding the processed sentence. For this purpose, the toolkit provides a set of modules, thereof called feature generators. A sample pipeline can be seen in Figure 1.

- **Language model** (LM): It sends a query to the language model in order to acquire LM probabilities for unigrams, bigrams, trigrams etc., and also detects and counts words unknown to the language model. It also saves the sentence position (index) of the unknown words and the n-grams with the lowest and highest probability. Features also include the average and the standard deviation of the n-grams probabilities and the sentence positions. The queries to the LM can be sent via XML-RPC to an external LM server, or to call the respective functions from an imported LM library (e.g. KenLM).

- **PCFG parsing**: It loads a language-specific PCFG grammar and handles the parsing of source and target sentences by PCFG parsing. It extracts the overall log-likelihood, the best parse confidence and the count \((k)\) of k-best parse trees generated. The best parse is included as string meta-data, so that following fea-
ture generators can re-use it for producing their features. One of them counts how many times each tree node label appears in the parse and calculate their respective sentences position statistics. Another performs naïve source-to-target tree-label matching, i.e. calculates the ratio of VPs on the source with the respective VPs on the target. The current implementation supports the Berkeley Parser (Heafield, 2011) via either as included library or as an external XML-RPC server. There are pre-trained grammars for English, German, Spanish (Taulé et al., 2008), French, Russian, Chinese and Arabic freely available.

- **Cross-target BLEU and METEOR**: It encapsulates the calculation of well-known reference-aware n-gram-based metrics. For the scenario of multiple alternative translations by different systems, each particular system receives as a feature its own metric score, as if the other competitive systems were used as reference translations. For certain scenarios, this may indicate cases when a system output is very different than the majority of the other competitive system outputs. Here, smoothed sentence level BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and all METEOR components (precision, recall, fragmentation penalty and overall weighed score) (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) are supported.

- **Language correction**: This investigates the usability of language-correction software. Such software is based on hand-written rules which detect grammatical, syntactic and other expresional inconsistencies on monolingual text usually while being written in word processors; the errors are automatically flagged and suggestions are given to authors. We use the count of each error type in every sentence as a separate feature, a tactic that unfortunately produces rather sparse features. A feature generator wraps around the open source Language Tool library (Naber, 2003; Miłkowski, 2012), whereas remote querying towards the optional proprietary software Acrolinx IQ (Siegel, 2011) is also supported via the SUDS protocol.

- **IBM1 probabilities**: This feature generator supports reading an IBM-1 model and includes the produced sentence probability as an additional feature.

- **Length features** include simple counting of the number of tokens, characters and the average number of characters per word for each sentence.

- **Ratios and differences**: A last step calculates differences and ratios between every source and its respective translation feature, if available. Defining explicit features for known relations between features may be useful for some ML algorithms.

The code includes the default normalisation, tokenisation and truecasing scripts of Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). Additional tokenisation and other pre-processing actions, when needed, are done via NLTK (Loper and Bird, 2002). Also, some functions from automatic error extraction of Hjerson (Popović, 2011) are included.
4.2. Machine Learning

The ranking algorithm is based on binary classifier decisions, which are recombined up into a full ranking (Usunier et al., 2009; Avramidis, 2012). The decision is every time taken on a sentence level, given the numeric features generated for this particular sentence and translation. The final algorithm has no access or use for the given/translated text. Although the pre-trained models use logistic regression (Hosmer, 1989) as a pairwise classifier, the interface allows many other learning methods to be employed and stored, such as SVM (Joachims, 2006), Naive Bayes, k-Nearest neighbours (Coomans and Massart, 1982) and Decision Trees (Quinlan, 1986).

4.3. Training

Training of new models takes place in two stages, annotation and learning. First, the training data need to be processed by the feature generators pipeline using the batch annotation script⁴ and a given configuration script. Implementing the interface provided by the RUFFUS library (Goodstadt, 2010) allows for parallelisation of intermediate steps into a number of CPU cores, whereas it keeps track of finished and unfinished steps so that they can be resumed if something crashes. Heavy and slow tasks, such as parsing, are also parallelised after being split into multiple parts.

On the second phase, the learning script⁵ trains and evaluates the machine learning algorithms given the features generated previously at the annotation phase. Both learning algorithms and feature sets can be defined in a configuration file. The learning pipeline is organised through a modified version of the PYTHON EXPERIMENT SUITE (Rückstieß and Schmidhuber, 2011), so intermediate steps are saved on the disk for resuming or further use, as for example the pickled classifier models.

Machine learning algorithms are primarily provided by ORANGE (Demšar et al., 2004) and optionally by Scikit-Learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The entire set of RANKEVAL scripts (Avramidis, 2013b) are included as part of the software. Many of the evaluation functions and calculations are based on NumPy and SciPy (Oliphant, 2007).

5. Development

The architecture of the program has been designed to allow for further development. The code is open and collaborative efforts are centralised within a Git repository.⁶. The development has been divided in several python packages. Each package serves a different function, so that the code can be modural and re-usable.

⁴/src/app/autoranking/annotate_batch.py
⁵/src/app/autoranking/suite.py
⁶Please check http://www.dfki.de/~elav01/software/qualitative for details on how to clone the repository and commit
The code has been documented based on inline comments following the EpyDoc standard, and therefore an automatically generated API documentation is provided for the vast majority of functions and classes. The more important classes and functions are detailed in the following sections.

5.1. Understanding the data structures

The data structures used in all parts of the software are contained in the sentence package. The basic structures are:

- The SimpleSentence is the basic data structure. It is a class which wraps the original sentence text as a string. Additionally, it contains a dictionary of “attributes”. These can be features and meta-data provided by the original data; they are further augmented by the annotation process (see feature generators) and they are the ones who are important for the machine learning algorithms, which also put their results as attributes.

- The ParallelSentence is a class that represents the basic unit of a parallel corpus. It contains one source sentence, a list of target sentences and optionally a reference. All encapsulated sentences are an instance of SimpleSentence. The ParallelSentence also includes its own attribute dictionary, with the sentence id, the source and target language as classes the most common attributes.

- The DataSet is an iterable class which stands one level above, as it encapsulates a list of parallel sentences and several convenience functions.

Any development effort should use the data structures, which allow for optimal flow of data between the various modules. In this python package, one can find more classes which extend the basic data structures. These extensions have been developed to support breaking the parallel sentences into a set of pairwise sentence comparisons.

5.2. Reading and writing files

In order to facilitate processing data for sentence-level ranking, external data processing is based on a XML format called “JCML” for Judged Corpus Markup Language. In contrast to line-separated simple-text formats used for regression-based QE, this format allows for a variable number of target sentences per source, whereas all features are aggregated in the same file. In the package support.jcml we provide several utility scripts (e.g. for joining and splitting) and also a utility for converting from multiple plain text files to JCML.

Reading and writing external data is taken care through the classes in the package dataprocessor. The modules contained in the package allow for reading and writing using several alternative python libraries, e.g. minidom (batch all-in-memory),

---

7The ranking-based human evaluation tasks of WMT provides 2-12 system outputs per source sentence. For this reason JCML was used for the QE ranking task at WMT13
SAX and CEElementTree (incremental disk writing/reading). The most commonly-used reader is from ce.cejceml, whereas the most common writer is IncrementalJCeml from sax.saxps2jceml.

5.3. Adding new features

The classes responsible for generating features reside in the featuregenerator package. One can add features by developing a new feature generator. The required steps are:

- create a new module with a new class that extends FeatureGenerator (from featuregenerator). The initialisation function should load necessary resources as named arguments. If more modules are required, place them in a new package.
- override the unimplemented function get_features_tgt, perform the required analysis of each target sentence and return a dictionary containing the resulting feature names and values. This function will be automatically repeated for all target sentences and can also process the source sentence.
- optionally override the unimplemented function get_features_src if you want to provide features that refer only to the source sentence. Similarly prefixed functions can be overridden for attaching features as attributes to other parts of the parallel sentence.
- optionally override the functions add_features_tgt and similarly prefixed function if you also want to modify the string of the processed sentences (e.g. for pre-processing, tokenisation etc.).
- add the new feature generator in the annotation process of the relevant application. An initialised instance of the class should be added in a list with all other feature generators that are executed. The order of the feature generators in the list matters, particularly when some generators require pre-processing or meta-data from previously executed generators. If possible, parameters should be loaded from a configuration file.

It is also possible to encapsulate tools and libraries written in Java through the P4J library, following the example of the BerkeleyParserSocket class.

5.4. New QE applications and machine learning algorithms

The provided code includes implementation for the ranking mechanism by using pairwise classifiers. Since there is infrastructure for feature generation and machine learning, other experiments and applications can be easily developed. Additional QE applications can be added as separate packages in apps by following the example of the autoranking package. These are mainly executable scripts for annotation and training (see section 4.3), or other functions (test module, commandline app or XML-RPC server).
As mentioned, this package already provides support for several functions of Orange and Scikit-learn. Further **machine learning algorithms** can be included in ml.lib by implementing the abstract functions of the classes in the package ml.

6. Further work

Whereas the provided code contains a fully functional implementation and a modular architecture, several parts are subject of further improvement. We are currently working on improving the architecture, e.g. to provide abstract classes for machine learning methods or better templates for new “apps”. Additionally, a constant goal are more feature implementations, to cover at least the so-called baseline features. Readers of this paper are advised to check the latest version of documentation and architecture in the official web-page.
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